COMMUNITY CHARITY POLICY

This Community Charity Policy Applies to Sales of:

- The Safe Solution® Anti-Slip Treatment System
- The Floor Tuff™ Polyurethane Anti-Slip Coating
- The Maintenance Solution™ Multi Purpose Cleaner
- Safe Grip Non Slip Stripes and Anti Slip Coating
- Dry Treat Stain Proof™ & Dry Treat Enhance Plus™ Sealer

HOW THE COMMUNITY CHARITY POLICY WORKS:

If the work have been done for a recognised religious institution of any faith, recognised community group or recognised charitable or disabled person assisting organisation, Global Safe Technologies (Australia) Pty Ltd will donate 2.5 percent of the GST exclusive value of the work performed / product supplied to the institution.

This policy is for the recognition of the value of the work these institutions are providing to the general community and disadvantaged people and as our obligation being part of the local community.

DEFINITION:

Recognised entity – The entity is an Australian non profit charitable or recognised religious organisation whose primary objective to assist the community and the less able people. We retain the right to check the legitimate and charitable / religious status of the organisation and refuse to pay the 2.5 percent donation if the status can not be verified.
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